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The theory of Cutler and Mines is extended in this paper to permit an

analysis of beam-spreading in electron guns of high convergence. A lens

correctionfor thefinite size of the anode aperture is also included. The Ctdler

and Mines theory was not applicable to cases where the effects of thermal

velocities are large compared with those of space charge and it did not include

a lens correction. Gun design charts are presented which include all of these

effects. These charts may he conveniently used in choosing design parameters

to produce a prescribed beam.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

Ai , 2 anode designations

B, C anode potentials

Ci , 2 functions used in evaluating a+'

dA increment of area

dl, dz increments of length

e electronic charge, base of natural logarithms

En electric field normal to electron path

F modified focal length of the anode lens

Fd focal length of the anode lens as given by Davisson*

Fn force acting normal to an electronic path

/f,
, , fraction of the total current which would flow through

a circle of radius r, a

I, Id total beam current

/, beam current within a radius, r, of the center

J current density

h Boltzman's constant

K a quantity proportional to gun perveance

m electronic mass

P gun perveance

P(r) probability that a thermal electron has a radial posi-

tion between r and r -\- dr

r radial distance from beam axis

Ta , e anode, cathode radii

r, distance from beam axis to path of an electron emitted

with zero velocity at the edge of the cathode

f„ radius of circle through which 95 % of the beam cur-

rent would pass

f distance from center of curvature of cathode; hence,

fc is the cathode radius of curvature and (fc — f„)

is the distance from cathode to anode

r,+' slope of edge nonthermal electron path on drift side of

enode lens

r,-' slope of edge nonthermal electron path on gun side of

anode lens

R a dummy integration variable

t time

T cathode temperature in degrees K
u longitudinal electron velocity

Ve, X , ti
transverse electron velocities

y^ya, f , X beam voltages with cathode taken as ground
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V(f, r), Vc(f, potential distributions used in the anode lens study

r), etc.

V voltage gradient

z distance along the beam from the anode lens

2,1, in distance to the point where rgs is a minimum
( — a) Langmuir potential parameter for spherical cathode-

anode giui geometry

y slope of an electron's path after coming into a space

charge free region just beyond the anode lens

r the factor which divides Fd to give the modified anode

focal length

5 dimensionless radius parameter

Co dielectric constant of free space

f dimensionless voltage parameter

6 slope of an electron's path in the gun region

ij charge to mass ratio for the electron

ju normalized radial position in a beam
0- the radial position of an electron which '..

.'t the cathode

center with "normal" transverse velocity

(7+' slope of tr-electron on drift side of anode lens

cr_' slope of (T-electron on gun side of anode lens

^ electric flux

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years there have been several additions to the

family of microwave tubes requiring long electron beams of small diame-

ter and high current density. Due to the limited electron current which

can be drawn from unit area of a cathode surface with some assurance

of long cathode operating life, high density electron beams have been

produced largely through the use of convergent electron guns which

increase markedly the current density in the beam over that at the

cathode sui-faoe.

An elegant appi'oach to the design of convergent electron guns was

provitled by J. R. Pierce^ in 1940. Electron guns designed by this method

are known as Pierce gwis and have found extensive use in the produc-

tion of long, liigh density beams for microwave tubes.

More recent studies, reviewed in Section 2, have led to a better under-

standing of the influence on the electron beam of (a) the finite velocities

with which electrons are emitted from the cathode surface, and (b) the

:lefof'using electric fields associated with the transition from the ac-

celerating region of the gun to the drift region beyond. Although these

two effects have heretofore been treated separately, it is in many cases
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necessary to produce electron beams under circumstances where both

effects are important and so must be dealt with simultaneously and more

precisely than has until now been possible. It is the purpose of this paper

to provide a simple design procedure for typical Pierce guns which in-

cludes both effects. Satisfactory agreement has been obtained between

measured beam contours and those predicted for several guns having

perveances (i.e., ratios of beam current to the ^i power of the anode

voltage) from 0.07 X 10"^ to 0.7 X 10"' amp (volt)-"^

2. PRESENT STATUS OF GUN DESIGN LIMITATIONS

Gun design techniques of the type originally suggested by J. R. Pierce

were enlarged in papers by SamueP and by Field^ in 1945 and 1946.

Samuel's work did not consider the effect of thermal velocities on beam

shape and, although Field pointed out the importance of thermal veloci-

ties in limiting the theoretically attainable current density, no method

for predicting beam size and shape by including thermal effects was

suggested. The problem of the divergent effect of the anode lens was

treated in terms of the Davisson* electrostatic lens formula, and no

corrections were applied.*

More recently. Cutler and Hines^ and also Cutler and Saloom^ have

presented theoretical and experimental work which shows the pro-

nounced effects of the thermal velocity distribution on the size and shape

of beams produced by Pierce guns. Cutler and Saloom also point to the

critical role of the beam-forming electrode in minimizing beam distor-

tion due to improper fields in the region where the cathode and the

beam-forming electrode would ideally meet. With regard to the anode

lens effect, these authors also show experimental data which strongly

suggest a more divergent lens than given by the Davisson formula. The

Hines and Cutler thermal velocity calculations have been used^- ' to

predict departures in current density from that which should prevail in

ideal beams where thermal electrons are absent. Their theory is limited,

however, by the assumption that the beam-spreading caused by thermal

velocities is small compared to the nominal beam size.

In reviewing the ^arious successes of the abo^-e mentioned papers in

affording valuable tools for electron beam design, it appeared to the

present authors that significant improvement could be made, in two

respects, by' extensions of existing theories. First, a more thorough in-

* It is in fact erroneously stated in Reference 5 that the lens action of an actual

structure must be somewhat weaker than predicted by the Davisson formula so

that the beam on leaving the anode hole is more convergent than would be calcu-

lated by the Davisson method. This que.stion is discussed further in Section 3.
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vestigation of the anode lens effect was called for; and second, there was
a need to extend thermal ^eIocity calculations to include cases where

the percentage increase in beam size due to thermal electrons was as

large as 100 per cent or 200 per cent. Some suggestions toward meeting

this second need have been included in a paper by M. E. Hines.^ They
have been applied to two-dimensional beams by R. L. Schrag.^ The
particular assumptions and methods of the present paper as applied to,

the two needs cited above are somewhat different from those of Refer-

ences 8 and 9, and are fully treated in the sections which follow.

3. TREATMENT OF THE ANODE LENS PROBLEM

Using thermal velocity calculations of the type made in Reference 6,

it can easily be shown that at the anode plane of a typical moderate

perveance Pierce type electron gim, the average spread in radial posi-

tion of those electrons which originate from the same point of the cathode

is several times smaller than the beam diameter. For giuis of this type,

then, we may look for the effect of the anode aperture on an electron

beam for the idealized case in which thermal velocities arc absent and
confidently apply the correction to the anode lens formula so obtained

to the case of a real beam.

Several authors have been concerned with the diverging effect of a

hole in an accelerating electrode where the field drops to zero in the

space beyond, but these treatments do not include space charge effects

except as given by the Davisson formula for the focal length, Fd , of

the lens:

Po = -~ (1)

where V would be the magnitude of the electric field at the aperture if

it were gridded, and V would be the voltage there.

In attempting to describe the effect of the anode hole with more ac-

curacy than (1) affords, we have combined analytical methods wWih

electrolytic tank measurements in two rather different ways. The first

method to be given is more rigorous than the second, but a modification

of the second method is much easier to use and gives essentially the

same result.

A. Superposition Approach to the Anode Lens Problem

Special techniques are required for finding electron trajectories in a

space charge Hmiied Pierce gun having a non-gridded anode. M. E.
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Hines has suggested* that a fairly accurate description of the potential

distribution in such guns can be obtained by a superposition method as

follows:

By tlie usual tank methods, find suitable beam forming electrode and

anode shapes for conical space charge limited flow in a diode having

cathode and anode radii of curvature given by r^ and f„i ,
respectively,

- as shown ui Fig. 1(a). Using the electrolytic tank with an insulator along

the line which represents the beam edge, trace out an equipotential

which intersects the insulator at a distance fai from the cathode center

of curvature. Let the cathode be at ground potential and let the voltage

on anode Ai be called B. Suppose, now, that we are interested in electron

trajectories in a non-gridded gim where the edge of the anode hole is a

distance fai from the center of curvature of the cathode. Let the voltage,

C, for this anode be chosen the same as the value of the equipotential

traced out above for the case of cathode at ground potential and Ai

at potential B. If we consider the space charge limited flow from a

cathode which is followed by the apertured anode, A^ ,
and the full

anode, ^i , at potentials C and B, respectively, it is clear that a conical

flow of the type which would exist between concentric spheres will re-

sult. The flow for such cases was treated by Langmuir,'^ and the associ-

ated potentials are commonly called the "Langmuir potentials."

If we operate both Ai and A2 at potential C, however, the electrons

will pass through the aperture in anode A^ into a nearly field-free region.

If the distance, r^,. - f„i ,
from A2 to Ai is greater than the diameter of

the aperture in A2 , the flow will depend very little on the shape of Ai

and the electron trajectories and associated cquipotentials will be of the

type we wish to consider except in a small region near Ai . We will shortly

make use of the fact that the space charge between cathode and Ai is

not changed much when the voltage on ^1 is changed from B to C, but

first we will define a set of potential functions which will be needed.

In order to obtain the potential at arbitrary points in any axially sym-

metric gun when space charge is not neglected, we may superpose po-

tential solutions to 3 separate problems where, in each case, the boundary

condition that each electrode be an equipotential is satisfied. We will

foUow the usual notation in using r for the distance of a general point

from the cathode center of curvature, and r for its radial distance from

the axis of symmetry. Let V^{f, r), Vbif, r) and V.,{f, r) be the three

potential solutions where: (1) W{f, r) is the solution for the case of no

space charge with Ai and cathode at zero potential and A2 at potential

C, (2) Vi,{fy r) is the solution for the case of no space charge with ^U

* Verbal disclosure.
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and cathode at zero potential and Ai at potential B, and (3) Vgi,{f, r) is

the solution when space charge is present but when Ai ,A2 , and cathode
are all grounded.

If the configuration of charge which contributes to Vscif, r) is that

corresponding to ideal Pierce type flow, then we can use the principle

of superposition to give the Langmuir potential, VL(f, r):

V^ir, r) = V,{f, r) + Vi{f, r) + V^f, ?) (2)

Furthermore, the potential configuration for the case where ^i and A2
are at potentical C can be written

V = V\ + ~ n + Vucy (3)

where the functional notation has been dropped and Vu.)' is the po
tential due to the new space charge when Ai and Az are grounded.

We are now ready to use the fact that Vi^ey may be well approximated
by Vsc which is easily obtained from (2). This substitution may be
justified by noting that the space charge distribution in a giui using a
voltage (' for .li does not differ significantly from the corresponding dis-

tribution when Ai is at voltage B except in the region near and beyond
-4 2 where the charge density is small anyway (because of the high electron

velocities there). Substituting F^c as given by (2) for Vi^^y in (3) then
gives

V ^ T"-(-3 V, (4)

We have thus obtained an expression, (4), for the potential at an arbi-

CATMODE

Fig. 1(a) — Electrode configunition for anode lens evaluation in Section 3A.
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trary point in our gun in terms of the well known solution for space

charge limited flow between two concentric spheres, Vl ,
and a potential

distribution, Vb , which docs not depend on space charge and can there-

fore be obtained in the electrolytic tank. Once the potential distribution

is found, electron trajectories may be calculated, and an equivalent lens

system found. Equation (4) is used in this way in Part C as one basis for

estimating a correction to the Davisson equation. (It will be noted that

(4) predicts a small but finite negative field at the cathode. This is be-

cause the space charge density associated with F^c is slightly greater

near the cathode than that associated with 7(s0' , and it is this latter

space charge which will make the field zero at the cathode under real

space charge limited operation. Equation (4), as applied in Tart C of this

section, is used to give the voltage as a function of position at all pomts

except near the cathode where the voltage curves are extended smoothly

to make the field at the cathode vanish.)

B. Use of a False Cathode in Treating the Anode Lens Problem

Before evaluating the lens effect by use of (4), it vnW be useful to de-

velop another approach which is a Uttle simpler. The evaluation of the

lens effect predicted by both methods will then be pursued in Part C

where the separate results are compared.

In Part A we noted that no serious error is made in neglecting the dif-

ference between the two space charge configurations considered there

because these differences were mainly in the very low space charge

region near and beyond ^2 . It similarly follows that we can, with only

a small decrease m accuracy, ignore the space charge in the region near

and beyond A2 so long as we properly account for the effect of the high

space charge regions closer to the cathode. To place the foregoing obser-

vations on a more quantitative basis, we may graph the Langmuir po-

tential {for space charge limited flow between concentric spheres) versus

the distance from cathode toward anode, and then superpose a plot of

the potential from LaPlace's equation (concentric spheres; no space

charge) which will have the same value and slope at the anode. The La-

Place curve win depart significantly from the Langmuir in the region of

the cathode, but will adequately represent it farther out." Our experi-

ence has shown that the representation is "adequate" until the difference

between the two potentials exceeds about 2 per cent of the anode voltage.

Then, since space charge is not important in the region near the anode

for the case of a gridded Pierce gun, corresponding to space charge

limited flow between concentric spheres, it can be expected to be similarly

unimportant for cases where the grid is replaced by an aperture. Let us
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therefore consider a case where electrons are emitted perpendicularly

and with finite velocity from what would be an appropriate spherical

equipotential between cathode and anode in a Pierce type gun. So long

as (a) there is good agreement between the LaPlacc and Langmuir curves

at this artificial cathode and (b) the distance from this artificial cathode

to the anode hole is somewhat greater than the hole diameter, we will

find that the divergent effect of the anode hole will be very nearly the

same in this concocted space charge free case as in the actual case where
space charge is present. (The quantitative support for this last state-

ment comes largely from the agreement between calculations based on
this method and calculations by method A.) The electrode configura-

tion is shown in Fig. 1(b), and the potential distribution in this space

charge free anode region can now be easily obtained in the electrolytic

tank. This potential distribution will be used in the next section to pro-

vide a second basis for estimating a correction to the Davisson equation.

C. Calculaiion of Anode Lens Strength hy the Two Methods

The Davisson equation, (1), may be derived by assuming that none

of the electric field lines which originate on charges in the cathode-anode

region leave the beam before reaching the ideal anode plane where the

voltage is V, and that all of these field lines leave the beam symmetrically

and radially in the immediate neighborhood of the anode. Electrons

are thus considered to travel in a straight line from cathode to anode,

and then to receive a sudden radial impulse as they cross radially diverg-

ing electric field lines at the anode plane. A discontinuous change in

ANODE A|
V = C

\ ^^ FALSE
' CATHODE

(b)

Fig. 1(1)) ^ The introduction of a false cathode at the appropriate potential
allows tlie elTect of space charge on the potential near the aDode hole to be satis-
factorily aijproximated aa discussed in Section 3B.
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slope is therefore produced as is common to all thin lens approximations.

The diverging effect of electric field lines which origmate on charges

which have passed the anode plane is then normally accounted for by

the universal beam spread curve." In our attempt to evaluate the lens

effect more accurately, we will still depend upon using the universal

beam spread curve in the region following the lens and on treating the

equivalent anode lens as thin. Consequently our improved accuracy

must come from a mathematical treatment which allows the electric

field lines originating in the cathode-anode region to leave the beam grad-

ually, rather than a treatment where all of these flux hues leave the beam

at the anode plane. In practice the measured perveances, P(= IjY ^),

of active gims of the type considered here have averaged within 1 or 2

per cent of those predicted for corresponding gridded Pierce guns. There-

fore the total space charge between cathode and anode is much the

same with and without the use of a grid, even though the charge dis-

tribution is not the same in the two cases. The total flux which must

leave our beam is therefore the same as that which will leave the cor-

responding ideahzed beam and we may write

^ = j EndA = Trro'Vultal' (5)

where E„ is the electric field normal to the edge of the beam, r„ = r^(fjfc)

is the beam radius at the anode lens, and Vidcai' is the magnitude of the

field at the corresponding gridded Pierce gun anode.

To find the appropriate thin lens focal length we will now find the

total integrated trans^'crse impulse which would be given to an elec-

tron which follows a straight-line path on both sides of the lens (see Fig.

2), and we will equate this impulse to mAu where An is the tran.sverse

velocity given to the electron as it passes through the equivalent thin

lens. In this connection we will restrict our attention to paraxial elec-

trons and evaluate the transverse electric fields from (4) and from the

tank plot outlined in Section B, respectively. The total transverse im-

pulse experienced by an electron can be written

[ F.dt=e ( ^dl (6)
Jputh J Path U

where u is the velocity along the path and Fn is the force normal to the

path.

We will usually find that the (;orrection to (1) is less than about 20

per cent. It will therefore be worthwhile to put (6) in a form which in

effect allows us to calculate deviations from Fd as given by (1) instead
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of deriving a completely new expression for F. In accomplishing this pur-

pose, it will be helpful to define a dimensionless function of radius, 5, by

^" = 1 -h 5, (7a)

and a dimensionless function of voltage, f, by

Y^
= 1 + r, (7b)

where r^ is the radius at the anode lens when the lens is considered thin,

and Vx is a constant voltage to be specified later. (N^ote that the quan-

tities S and f are not necessarily small compared to 1.) Using u = -y/'lTfY,

and substituting for -y/V from (7b) we obtain

where use has also been made of (7a) in the form 1 = r(l -f- 8)/ra . Now,
as outlined above, we equate this impulse to mAu, and we obtain

^'^ = WW. (/ ^"' '^ + / ^''^^ +
'
+ ^'^ '0 (9)

CATHODE

Fig. 2 — The heavy line represents an electron's path when the effect of the
.'ino<le hole may be represented by a thin lens, and when space charge forces are
absent in the region following the anode aperture. For jjaraxial electrons, the
(negative) focal length is related to the indicated angles by (y = Q + r„/F).
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. CENTER OF
CURVATURE
OF CATHODE
SURFACE

0,118"

Fig. 3 — The gun panimeters used in Section 3C for comparing two methods of

evaluating the effect of the anode lens.

The first integral can be obtained from (5) ; hence, if we are able to choose

Vi so that the second integral vanishes, we may write:

'V ' iiltjnl

^It = V

.V^vV,

(10)

The reciprocal of the thin lens focal length is therefore

1 ^ _
^'

where «/ and V/ are the final velocity and voltage of the electron after

it leaves the lens region.

The real task, then, is to use the potential distribution in the gun as

obtained by the methods of Part A oi- Part B above to find the value of

Vx which causes the last integial in (9J to vanish: To compare the two

focal lengths obtained by the methods of Part A and B respectively, a

specific tank design of the type indicated in Fig. 1 was carried out. The

relevant gun parameters are indicated in Fig. 3- Approximate voltages

on and near the beam axis were obtained as indicated in Parts A and B,

above, with the exception that in the superposition method, A, special

techniques were used to subtract the effect of the space charge lying in

the post-anode region (because the effect of this space charge is accounted

for separately as a divergent force in the drift region*). From these data,

* See Section 4B.
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805 BIO 815 820 825 830 835 840 645 B50 855 660

Fig. 4 — Curves for finding the value of Vi to be used in equation (10) for the
set of gun parameters of Fig. 3.

both the direction and magnitude of the total electric field near the

beam axis were (with much labor) determined. Once these data had

been obtained, a trial value was selected for V^, , and the corresponding

focal length was calculated by (10). This enabled the electron's path

through the associated thin Ions to be specified so that, at this point in

the procedure, both r and V were known functions of ^, and the quan-

tities 5 and f were then obtained as functions of i from (7). Finally the

second integral in (9) was evaluated for the particular Vx chosen, and

then the process was repeated for other values of V^ . Fig. 4 shows ciu-ves

whose ordinates are proportional to this second integral and whose

abscissae are trial values for Vx . As noted above, the appropriate value

for Vj: is that value which makes the ordinate vanish, so that we obtain

Vj: — 813 and 839 for methods A and B, respectively. The percentage

difference in the focal lengths obtained by the two methods is thus only

1 .6 per cent, and the reasonableness of making calculations as outlined

in Part B is thus put on a more quantitative basis.

Even calculations based on the method of Part B are tedious, and we
naturally look for simpler methods of estimating the lens effect. In this

connection wc have found that Vx is usually well approximated by the

value of the potential at the point of intersection between the beam axis

and the ideal anode sphere. The specific values of the potential at this

point as obtained by the methods of Parts A and B were 814 and 827,

respectively. It will be noted that these values agree remarkably well

with the values obtained above. Furthermore, very little extra effort is

required to obtain the potential at this intersection in the false cathode

case:
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Electrolytic tank measurements are normally made in the cathode-

anode region to give the potential variation along the outside edge of

the electron beam (for comparison with the Langmuir potential); hence,

by tracing out a suitable equipotcntial line, the shape of the false cathode

can easily be obtained. With the false cathode in place and at the proper

potential, the approximate value for V^ is then obtained by a direct tank

measurement of the potential at an axial point whose distance from the

true cathode center is (f^ - r„) as outhned above. Although finite elec-

tron emission velocities typically do not much influence the trajectory

of an electron at the anode, they do nevertheless significantly alter the

beam in the region beyond. It is in this affected region where experi-

mental data can be conveniently taken. We must, therefore, postpone a

comparison of lens theory with experiment until the effect of thermal

velocities has been treated. At that time theoretical predictions com-

bining the effects of both thermal velocities and the anode lens can be

made and compared with experiment. Such a comparison is made in

Section 6.

4. TREATMENT OF BEAM SPREADING, INCLUDING THE EFFECT OP THERMAL

ELECTRONS

In Section 2 the desirabiUty of having an approach to the thermal

spreading of a beam w^hieh \vould be appUcable under a wide variety of

conditions was stressed. In particular, there was a need to extend ther-

mal velocity calculations to include the effects of thermal velocities even

when electrons with high average transverse velocities perturb the beam

size by as much as 100 or 200 per cent. Furthermore, a realistic mathe-

matical description which would allow electrons to cross the axis seemed

essential. The method described below is intended adequately to answer

these requirements.

A . The Gun Region

The Hines-Cutler'' method of including the effect of thermal velocities

on beam size and shape leads one to conclude that, for usual anode

voltages and gun perveance, the beam density profile in the plane of

the anode hole is not appreciably altered by thermal velocities of emis-

sion. (This statement will be verified and put on a more quantitative

basis below.) Under these conditions, the beam at the anode is ade-

quately described by the Hines-Cutler treatment. We will therefore find

it convenient to adopt their notation where possible, and it will be

worthwhile to review their approach to the thermal problem.
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It is assumed that electrons are emitted from the cathode of a therm-

ionic gun with a MaxweUian distribution of transverse velocities

where Jc is the cathode current density in the ^ direction, T is the cath-

ode temperature, and y^ and v„ are transverse velocities. The number

of electrons emitted per second with radially directed voltages between

V and V + dVis then

(g)rfJ. = /.c—'--^^(^1^^ (12)

Now in the accelerating region of an ideal Pierce gun (and more generally

in any beam exhibiting laminar flow and having constant current density

over its cross section) the electric field component perpendicular to the

axis of symmetry must vary linearly with radius. Consequently Hines

and Cutler measure radial position in the electron beam as a fraction,

H, of the outer beam radius (r^) at the same longitudinal position,

r = m-e (13)

The laminar flow assumption for constant (nn-rent densities and small

beam angles implies a radius of curvature for laminar electrons which

also \'aries linearly T\'ith radius at any given cross section so that

d'r d\ /,A\

Substituting for r from (13), (14) becomes

W^[7,Tt)dt'=^ ^^^^

where r^ and dr /di can be easily obtained from the ideal Langmuir

solution. Since the equation is linear in /x, we are assui'cd that the radial

position of a non-ideal electron that is emitted with finite transverse

velocity from the cathode center (where ^ = 0) will, at any axial point,

be proportional to d/i/dt at the cathode.

Let us now define a quantity "o-" such that li
— ajre is the solution

to (15) with the boundary conditions ^j^ = and

where the subscript c denotes evaluation at the cathode surface, k is
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Boltzman's constant, T is the cathode temperature in degrees Kelvin,

and m is mass of the electron. For the case n^ = 0, but with arbitrary

initial transverse velocity, we will then have

dt

fi
=

r,l . /kf
m

(10)

Hence we can express a in terms of the thermal electron's radial po-

sition (r), and its initial transverse velocity, Vc

,

^ (17)

The quantity a can now be related to the radial spread of thermal

electrons (emitted from a given point on the cathode) with respect to

an electron with no initial velocity: By (11) we see that the number

of electrons leaving the cathode with dfi/di = Vc/tc is proportional to v,.

exp —Vc^m/2kT. Suppose many experiments wore conducted where all

electrons except one at the cathode center had zero emission velocity,

and suppose the number of times the initial transverse velocity of the

single thermal electron were chosen as Vc ,
is proportional to Vc exp

~Vcm/2kT. Then the probabiUty, P{r), that the thermal electron

would have a radial position between r and r -\- dr w^hen it arrived at the

transverse plane of interest would be proportional to Vc exp — v^ (m/2kT)

.

Here Vc is the proper transverse velocity to cause arrival at radius r, and

by (17) we have

r ,/kf
<s y m

so that the probability becomes

P(r)=./,.-''''-^'d(£,) (18)

We therefore identify o- with the standard deviation in a normal or

Gaussian distribution of points in two dimensions. At the real cathode,

thermal electrons are simultaneously being emitted from the cathode

surface with a range of transverse velocities. However, if o as defined

above is small in comparison with r, , the forces experienced by a ther-

mal electron when other thermal electrons are present Avill be very nearly
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Fig. 5 — Curves useful in finding the transverse displacement of electron tra-
jectories at the anode of Pierce-type guns.

the same as the forces involved in the equations above. Thus if o- <5C ?"«

,

(18) may be taken as the distribution, in a transverse plane, of those

electrons which were simultaneously emitted at the cathode center.

Furthermore, the nature of the Pierce gun region is such that electrons

emitted from any other point on the cathode will be similarly distiibuted

with respect to the path of an electron emitted from this other point

with zero transverse velocity (so long as they stay within the confines

of the ideal beam). Hincs and Cutler have integrated (15) with /^c =
and {dn/di)c = 1 to give a/ {T'cy/k T/'2e Fa) at the anode as a function of

fc/fa . This relationship is included here in graphical foi'm as Fig. 5.

For a large class of magnetically shielded Pierce-type electron guns,

including all that ^ro now used in our traveling wave tubes, Tt/a at the

anode is indeed found to be greater than 5 (in most cases, greater than

10) so that evaluation of s at the anode of such gims can be made with

considerable accuracy by the methods outlined above. One source of

error lies in the assumption that electrons which are emitted from a

point at the cathode edge become normally distributed about the cor-

responding non-thermal (no transverse velocity of emission) electron's

path, and with the same standard deviation as calculated for electrons

from the cathode center. In the gun legion wliere r^/tr tends to be large

this diifercnce between representative CT-values for the peripheral and

central parts of the beam is unimportant, but it must be re-examined in

the drift region following the anode.
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We have already investigated the region of the anode hole in some

detail in Section 3 and have found it worth while to modify the ideal

Davisson expression for focal length of an equivalent anode lens. In

particular, let us define a quantity T by

F = focal length - F^/T (19)

where Fd is the Davisson focal length. Thus r represents a corrective

factor to be applied to Fd to give a more accurate value for the focal

length. In so far as any thin lens is capable of describing the effects of

diverging fields in the anode region, we may then use the appropriate

optical formulas to transfer our knowledge of the electron trajectories

(calculated in the anode region as outlined above) to the start of the drift

region. In particular,

a=(dz/i F

where {dr/dz)i and {dr/dz)-i are the slopes of the path just before and

just after the lens, and r is the distance from the axis to the point where

the ideal path crosses the lens plane.

B. The Drift Region

Although rja was found to be large at the anode plane for most guns

of interest, this ratio often shrinks to 1 or less at an axial distance of

only a few beam diameters from the lens. Therefore, the assumption that

electron trajectories may be found by using the space charge forces

which would exist in the absence of thermal velocities of emission (i.e.,

forces consistant with the universal beam spread curve) may lead to very

appreciable error. For example, if equal normal (Gaussian) distributions

of points about a central point are superposed so that the central points

are equally dense throughout a circle of radius r^ , andlf the standard de-

viation for each of the normal distributions is tr = r^ , the relative density

of points in the center of the circle is only about 39 per cent of what it

would be with a < (re/ 5).

In order to minimize errors of this type we have modified the Hines-

Cutler treatment of the drift space in two ways: (1) The forces influenc-

ing the trajectories of the non-thermal electrons are calculated from a

progressive estimation of the actual space charge configuration as modi-

fied by the presence of thermal electrons. (2) Some account is taken of

the fact that, as the space charge density in the beam becomes less uni-

form as a function of radius, the spread of electrons near the center of

the beam increases more rapidly than does the corresponding spread
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farther out. Since item (1) is influenced by item (2), the specific as-

sumptions involved in the latter case will be treated first.

When current density is uniform across the beam and its cross section

changes slowly with distance, considerations of the type outlined above

for the gun region show that those thermal electrons v^hich remain

witiiin the beam will continue to have a Gaussian distribution with re-

spect to a non-thermal electron emitted from the same cathode point.

When current density is not uniform over the cross section, we would

still like to preserve the mathematical simplicity of obtaining the current

density as a function of beam radius merely by supeiposing Gaussian

distributions which can be associated with each non-thermal electron.

To lessen the error involved in this simplified approach, we will arrive

at a value for the standard deviation, o- (which specifics the Gaussian

distribution), in a rather special way. In particular, a at any axial po-

sition, 2, will be taken as the radial coordinate of an electron emitted

from the center of the cathode with a transverse velocity of emission

given by,

It is clear from (17) that for such an electron, r = o- in the gim region.

From (18), the fraction of the electrons from a common point on the

cathode which will have r ^ a in the gmi region is

fraction = f e-'-'"'"' d^= \ - e-'" = 0.393 (22)

If T, denotes the radial position of the outermost non-thermal electron

and if ff > r. , the 'V-electron" will be moving in a region where the

space charge density is significantly lower than at the a>ds. We could,

of course, have followed the path of an electron with initial velocity

equal to say 0.1 or 10 times that given in (21) and called the correspond-

ing radius O.lo- or lOo-. The reason for preferring (21) is that about 0.4

or nearly half of the thermal electrons emitted from a common cathode

point will have wandered a distance less than a from the path of a non-

thermal electron emitted from the same cathode point, while other

thermal electrons will have wandered farther from this path; conse-

quently, the current density in the region of the ff-electron is expected

to be a reasonable average on which beam spreading due to thermal

velocities may be based. With this understanding of how cr is to be cal-

culated, we can proceed to the calculation of non-thermal electron

trajectories as suggested in item (1).
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The non-thermal paths remain essentially laminar, and with u de-

noting the radial coordinate of the outermost non-thermal electron, we
will make little error in assuming that the current density of non-ther-

mal electrons is constant for r < Te . Consequently, if equal numbers of

thermal electrons are assumed to be normally distributed about the cor-

responding non-thermal paths, the longitudinal current density as a

function of radius can be found in a straightforward way by using (18).

The result is

^ ^ ^-„.=/..., r'"'^,~i'^^'^^^^fj'^),i(?) (23)
J

D

Jo a \ f"/ V"" /

where /q is the zero order modified Bessel function and the total current

is Id = Tti\'JD Equation (23) was integrated to give a plot of Jr/Jo

versus r/c, with rja as a parameter and is given as Fig. 6 in Reference

6. It is reproduced here as Fig. 6. Since the only forces acting on elec-

trons in the drift I'egiori are due to space charge, we may write the equa-

tion of motion as

J = ^E. (24)

where Et is the radial electrical field acting on an electron with radial

coordinate r. Since the beam is long and narrow, all electric lines of force

may be considered to leave the beam radially so that E^ is simply ob-

tained from Gauss' law. Equation (24) therefore becomes

rfV

JQ 2lTinr Jq A/2nF-dt- 2xeor h 2Treo'" h y/2'qVa

27renr Jo

(25)

From (23) we note that the fraction of the total current within any

radius depends only on rja and r/a:

J / J(r)2Trrdr /
\o u

y J{r)2itrdr (2G)
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10 11 12 13

V/(T

Fig. 6 — Curves showing the current density variation with radius in a beam
which has been dispersed by thermal velocities. Here r, is the nominal beam radius,

r is the radius variable, and cr is the standard deviation defined in equation 17.

A family of curves with this ratio, Fr , as parameter has been reproduced

from the Hines-Cutler paper and appears here as Fig. 7. Using this no-

tation, (25) becomes

df^ 2t€o ° r

or

27reo (2vVaY'' r r

f]

(27)

where we have made use of the dc electron drift velocity to make dis-

tance the independent variable instead of time, and have defined a

quantity K which is proportional to gun perveanee. We can now apply

(27) to the motion of both the outer (edge) non-thermal electron and

the ff-electron. From (26) we see that Fr, and F„ depend only on r,/,;
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Fig. 7 — Curves showing the fraction, Fr , of the total beam current to be found
within any given radius in a beam dispersed by thermal velocities as in Fig. 6.

consequently the continuous solution for Te and r, (= a) as one moves

axially along the drifting beam involves the simultaneous solution of two

equations

:

(28)
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Fig. 8 — A curve showing the effect of a quantity related to the apace charge

force (in the drift region) on a thermal electron with standard deviation <r. (See

equation 28.)

which are related by the mutual dependence of Fr, and Fa on fe/a-. F,

and Frjve are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9.

We may summarize the treatment of the drift region, then, as follows

:

(a) The input values of Te and r^J at the entrance to the anode lens

are obtained from the Pierce gun parameters Va and 6, while the value

of a and <tJ at the lens entrance can be obtained as mentioned above

by integrating (15) from the cathode, where Mc = and (dij./dt)r. = 1,

to the anode plane. (The minus subscripts on r' and o' indicate that

these slopes are being evaluated on the gun side of the lens; a plus sub-

script will be used to indicate evaluation on the drift region side of the

lens.) The values of r^ and o- on leaving the lens will of course be their

entrance values in the drift region, and the effect of the lens on r/ and

<t' is simply found in terms of the anode lens correction factor T by use

of (20). The value of a at the anode can be obtained from (17) if /j, is

known there. In this regard, (15) can be integrated once to give

(29)
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Fig. 9 — Showing quantities related to the effect of the space charge force in
tlie drift region on the outermost non-thermal electron. (See equation 28.)

We can now substitute for transit time in terms of distance and Lang-

niuir's well known potential function, —a. The value of this parameter,

for the case of spherical cathode-anode geometry in which we are m-
terested, depends only on the ratio fc/f which is equal to fc/re . (Because

of their frequent use in gun design, certain functions of —a are included

here as Table I.) In terms of —a, then, the potential in the gun region
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Table I— Table of Functions of —a Often Used in Electron

Gun Design

fc/f (-«)' (- «)'/! C- a) '/I

1.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

1.025 O.OOOG 0.0074

1.05 0.0024 0.0179 0.134

1.075 0.0052 0.030G 0.173

1.10 0.0090 0.0452 0.212 1.392

1.15 0.0213 0.0768 0.277

1.20 0.0372 0.1114 0.334 1.767

1.25 0.0571 0.1483 0.385

1.30 0.0809 0.1870 0.432 2.031

1.35 0.1084 0.2273 0.476

1.40 0.I39G 0.2691 0.519 2.243

1.45 0.1740 0.3117 0.558

1.50 0.2118 0.3553 0.596 2.423

1.60 0.2968 0.4450 0.667 2.583

1.70 0.394 0.5374 0.733 2.725

1.80 0.502 0.6316 0.795 2.855

1.90 0.621 0.7279 0.853 2.975

2.00 0.750 0.8255 0.908 3.087

2.10 0.888 0.9239 0.961 3.192

2.20 1.036 1.024 1.012 3.292

2.30 1.193 1.125 1.061 3.388

2.40 1.358 1.226 1.107 3.481

2.50 1.531 1.328 1.152 3.570

2.60 1.712 1.431 1.196 3.655

2.70 1.901 1.535 1.239 3.738

2.80 2.098 1.639 1.280 3.817

2.90 2.302 1.743 1.320 3.894

3.00 2.512 1.848 1.359 3.968

3.1 2,729 1.953 1.397 4.040

3.2 2.954 2.059 1.435 4.111

3.3 3.185 2.164 1.471 4.180

3.4 3.421 2.270 1.507 4.247

3.5 3.664 2.376 1.541 4.315

3.6 3.913 2.483 1.576 4.377

3.7 4.168 2.590 1.609 4.441

3.8 4.429 2.697 1.642 4.501

3.9 4.696 2.804 1.674 4.563

4.0 4.968 2.912 1.706 4.621

(Hfjf)

0.590

0.716

0.790

0.874

0.886
0.915
0.939

0.954
0.970
0.982
0.993
1.003

1.012
1.020
1.028
1.034
1.039

1.044
1.048
1.052
1.056
1.059

1.062
1,064
1.066
1,068
1.070

1.072
1.074
1.076
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may be written

df _ df {-a.y'^

so that upon substitution from (29) and (31), (17) becomes

K K a r 2e r^ h \r

Fig. 5, which has been referred to above, shows

(30)

(31)

(32)

kT

as a function of (fjf^ as obtained from (32), and allows ff„ to be de-

termined easily. Using (20), the value of r^^' is given by

(33)

where 6c is the half-angle of the cathode (and hence the initial angle

which the path of a non-thermal edge electron makes with the axis).

We may write for 1/Fd

(34)

In Fig. 10 we plot —tJEd as a function of fjfa for easy evaluation of

Tej/ in (33). Taking the first derivative of (32) with respect to z, \vc ob-

tain an expression for aJ. Using this in conjunction with (20) and (34)

we find

0-+ = ~ (rCi + Cs) (35)

where

and

' V 2e 4(-a)2/3 V d(f,/r) A A (-a)-''

C, ='/ifi-^--'"'r (-«)^'M

Ci and Ca are plotted as functions of fc/r„ in Fig. 11.

(b) After choosing a specific value for T and evaluating K = tjId/
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Fig. 10 — Curve used in finding ?,+', the direction of a nonthermal etlge elec-

tron as it enters the drift region. (See equation 33.)

('2ireo{2i}VaY''^), (28) is integrated numerically using the BTL analog com-

puter to obtain a and r^ as functions of axial distance along fhe beam.

(c) Knowing a and r^ , other beam parameters such as current dis-

tribution and the radius of the circle which would encompass a given

percentage of the total current can be found from Figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 11 — Curves used in evaUwvtingtr-,.', the slope of the trajectory of a thermal

electron with standard deviation a as it enters the drift region. (See equation 35.)
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5. NUMERICAL DATA FOR ELECTRON GUN AND BEAM DESIGN

A. Choice of Variables

Except for a scaling parameter, the electrical characteristics of an

ideal Pierce electron gun are completely determined when three param-

eters are specified, e.g., fc/va
,
perveance, and VJT . Also, for the simp-

lest case r is eqiial to 1 so that (since K depends only on gun perveance)

in this case no additional parameter is needed. This implies that nor-

malized vahies of r^ , <t, a', and K at the drift side of the anode lens are

not independent. If, however, the value of r at the anode lens is taken

as an additional variable, four parameters plus simple scaling are re-

quired before complete predictions of beam characteristics can be made.

In assembling analog computer data which would adequately cover

values of fc/fa
,
perveance, and Va/T which are likely to be of interest

to us in designing future guns, we chose to present the major part of

our data with r fixed at 1.1. This has seemed to be a rather typical value

for r, and by choosing a specific value we decrease the total number of

significant variables from 4 to 3. (The effect of variations in Y on the

minimum radius which contains 95 per cent of the beam is, however,

included in Fig. 16 for particular values of Va/T and perveance.) Al-

though the boundary conditions for our mathematical description of the

beam in a drift space are simplest when expressed in terms of r^ , r/, a

and a', we have attempted to make the results more usable by express-

ing all derived parameters in terms of fc/fa , 's/Va/T, and the perveance,

P.

B. Tabular Data

The rather extensive data obtained from the analog computer for the

r = 1.1 case and for practical ranges in perveance, Va/T, and fc/fa

are summarized in Tables IIA to E where the parameters r^ and cr which

specify the beam cross section are given as functions of axial distance

from the anode plane. Some feeling for the decrease in accuracy to be

expected as the distance from the anode plane increases can be obtained

by reference to Section GB where experiment and theory are compared

over a range of this axial distance parameter.

C. Graphical Data, Including Design Charts and Beam Profdes

In typical cases, the designer of Pierce electron guns is much more
concerned with the beam radius at the axial position where it is smallest

(and in the axial position of this minimum) than ho is in the general
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spreading of the beam with distance. This is true because, in microwave

beam tubes, the beam from a magnetically shielded Pierce gun normally

enters a strong axial magnetic field near a point where the radius is a

minimum, so that magnetic focusing forces largely determine the beam's

subsequent behavior. The analog computer data has therefore been re-

processed to stress the dependence of the beam's minimum diameter and

the corresponding axial position of the minimum on the basic design

parameters fdfa
,
perveance, and \/YJT. As a first step in this direc-

tion, the radius, r^h , of a circle which includes 95 per cent of the beam

current is obtained as a function of axial position along the beam. Such

data are shown graphically in Fig. 12. Finally, the curves of Fig. 12 are

used in conjunction with the tabular data to obtain the "Design Curves"

of Fig. 13 where all of the pertinent information relating to the beam

at its minimum diameter is presented.

D. Example of Gun Design Using Design Charts

Assume that we desire an electron gun with the following properties:

anode voltage Va = 1,080 volts, cathode current //» = 7.1 ma, and mini-

mum beam diameter 2(r9B)min = 0.015 inches. Let us further assume a

cathode temperature T = 1080" Kelvin, an available cathode emission

density of 190 ma per square cm, and an anode lens correction factor

of r = 1.1. From these data we find s/Va/T = 1.0, perveance P =

0.2 X 10"^ amps/(volts)
^'^ and (r95)„,m/rc = 0.174. Reference to the de-

sign chart, Fig. 13, now gives us the proper value for fc/fa : using the

upper set of curves in the column for \/V„/T = 1 .0 we note the point

of intersection between the horizontal line for {r^i)a,\a/rr = 0.174 and

the perveance line P = 0.2, and read the value of fc/fa (= 2.8) as the

corresponding abscissa. The convergence angle of the gun, 6^ ,
is now

simply determined from the equation
"

= cos
.-I

1 - ^-=^ X 10"

)

(37)

{9t is found to be 13.7° in this example) and the potential distribution

in the region of the cathode can be obtained from (30).

When this point has been reached, the gun design is complete except

for the shapes of the beam forming electrode and the anode, which are

determined with the aid of an electrolytic tank in the usual way.' The

radius of the anode hole which will give a specified transmission can be

found by obtaining {rja)a through the use of Fig. 5, and then choosing

the anode radius from Fig. 7. In practical cases where {rja)a > 3.0,

s-.r-J_
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BEAM FORMATION WITH ELECTRON GUNS 413

we find less than 1 per cent anode interception if

anode hole radius = 0.93 r^ + 2o-o (38)

Additional information about the axial position of (roB)min and the cur-

rent density distribution in the corresponding transverse plane is con-

tained in Fig. 13. The second set of curves in the \/Va/T = 1 column

gives 2minAc = 2.42 for this example, so that we would predict

s^i^ = distance from anode to (r95)min = 0.104"

The remaining Z'^ and 4'^'' sets of curves in the 's/Va/T = 1 column

allow us to find a and r^/a at Smin . In particular we obtain o- = 0.0029"

and rJcT = 0.8, and use Fig. 6 to give the current density distribution at

Smiii .* Section VI contains experimental data which indicate a some-

what larger value for 2min than that obtained here. However the pa-

rameter of greatest importance, (r95)n,in ,
is predicted with embarrassing

precision.'

For those cases in which additional information is required about the

beam shape at axial points other than Smin , the curves of Fig. 12 or the

data of Table II may be used.

6. COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

In order to check the general suitability of the foregoing theory and

the usefulness of the design charts obtained, several scaled-up versions

of Pierce type electron gims, including the gun described in Section bD,

were assembled and placed in the double-aperture beam analyzer de-

scribed in Reference 7.

A , Measurement of Current Densities in the Beam

Measurements of the current density distributions in several trans-

verse planes near Zmin were easily obtained with the aid of the beam
analyzer. The resulting curve of relative current density versus radius

at the experimental Smtn is given in Fig. 14 for the gun of Section 57).

(This curve is further discussed in Part C below.) For this case, as well

as for all others, special precautions were taken to see that the gun was

functioning properly: In addition to careful measurement of the size and

position of all gun parts, these included the determination that the dis-

tribution of transverse A'elocities at the center of the beam was smooth

* When r^A < 0.5, the current density distribution depends almost entirely on
a, £ind, in only a minor way, on the ratio Vc/'r so that in such cases this ratio need
not be accurately Ivuown.
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Fig. 14 — Current density distribution in a transverse plane located where the

95 per cent radius is a minimum. The predicted and measured curves are normal-

ized to contain the same total current. (The corresponding prediction from the

universal beam spread curve would show a step function with a constant relative

current density of 64.2 for r < 1 .2 mils and zero beyond.) The gun parameters are

given in Section 5D.

and generally Gaussian in form, thereby indicating uniform cathode

emission and proper boundary conditions at the edge of the beam near

the cathode. The effect of positive ions on the beam shape was in every

case reduced to negligible proportions, either by using special pulse

techniques/ or by applying a small voltage gradient along the axis of

the beam.

B. Comparison of the Experimentally Measured Spreading of a Beam with

that Predicted Theoretically

From the experimentally obtained plots of current density versus

radius at several axial positions along the beam, wc have obtained at

each position (by integrating to find the total current within any radius)

a value for the radius, rgs , of that circle which encompasses 95 per cent

of the beam. For brevity, we call the resulting plots of rga versus axial

distance, "beam profiles". The experimental profile for the gun de-

scribed in Section 5D is shown as cyrve A in Fig. 15(a). Curve B shows

the profile as predicted by the methods of this paper and obtained from

Fig. 12. Curve C is the corresponding profile which one obtains by the

Hines-Cutler method," and Curve D represents ro& as obtained from the
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Fig, 15 — Beam profiles (using an anode lens correction of r = 1.1 and the gun
parameters indicated) as obtained (A) from experiment, (B) by the methods of this

paper, (C) Hines-Cutler method, (D) by use of the universal beam spread curve.

universal beam spread curve'' (i.e., under tlie assuinptioii of laminar

flow and gradual variations of beam radius with distance). Note that in

eaeh case a value of 1 .1 has been used for the correction factor, T, repre-

senting the excess divergence of the anode lens. The agreement in

('95)iiiiii as obtained from Cur^-es A and B is i-emarkably good, but the

axial position of (r95)n,[n in Curve A definitely lies beyond the correspond-
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ing minimum position in Curve B. Fortunately, in the gun design stage,

one is usually more concerned with the value of (r95)min than with its

exact axial location. The principal need for knowing the axial location of

the minimum is to enable the axial magnetic field to build up suddenly

in this neighborhood. However, since this field is normally adjusted ex-

perimentally to produce best focusing, an approximate knowledge of

Zmin is usually adequate.

In Fig. 15b we show a similar set of experimental and theoretical beam

profiles for another gun. The relative profiles are much the same as in

Fig 15a, and all of several other guns measured yield experimental

points similarly situated with respect to curves of Type B.

C. Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Current Density Dis-

tributions where the Minimum Beam Diameter is Reached

In Fig. 14 we have plotted the current density distribution w^e would

have predicted in a transverse plane at Zmtn for the example introduced

in Section 5D. Here the experimental and theoretical curves are nor-

malized to include the same total currents in their respective beams.

The noticeable difference in predicted and measured cun-ent densities

at the center of the beam does not appreciably alter the properties such

a beam would have on entering a magnetic field because so little total

current is actually represented by this central peak.

D. Variation of Beam Profile with T

All of the design charts have been based on a value of r = 1.1, which

is typical of the values obtained by the methods of Section 3. When
appreciably different values of T are appropriate, we can get some feel-

ing for the errors involved, in using curves based on T = 1.1, by refer-

ence to Fig. 16. Here we show beam profiles as obtained by the methods

of this paper for three values of T. The calculations are again based on

the gun of Section 5D, and a value of just over 1.1 for r gives the ex-

perimentally obtained value for (r96)n,in .

7. SOME ADniTIONAL REMARKS ON GUN DESIGN

In previous sections we have not differentiated between the voltage

on the accelerating anode of the gun and the final beam voltage. It is

important, however, that the separate functions of these two voltages

be kept clearly in mind: The accelerating anode determines the total

current drawn and largely controls the shaping of the beam; the final

beam voltage is, on the other hand, chosen to give maximum interaction

between the electron beam and the electromagnetic waves traveling

along the slow wave circuit. As a consequence of this separation of func-
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Fig. 16 — Bciim profiles as obtained by the methods of this paper for the gun
]Jiirametors given in Section 57>. Curves are shown for three values of the anode
lens correction, viz. r = 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2.

tioiiH, it is found that some beams which are difficult or impossible to

obtain with a Hinglo Pierce-gun acceleration to final beam voltage may
be obtained more easily by using a low'er voltage on the gim anode. The

acceleration to final beam voltage is then accomplished after the beam

has entered a region of axial magnetic field.

Suppose, for example, that one wishes to produce a 2-ma, 4-kv beam
with {r-i^lr^ = 0.25. If the cathode temperature is 1000°K, and the gim

anode is placed at a final beam voltage of 4 kv, we have -y/Va/T = 2

and P = 0.008. From the top set of curves under VK/T = 2 in Fig.

13, we find (by using a fairly crude extrapolation from the curves shown)

that a ratio of fc/fa^ 3.5 is required to produce such a beam. The value

of (ve/a) at Ztnin Is therefore less than about 0.2 so that there is httle

semblance of laminar flow here. On the other hand we might choose

V, = 250 volts so that VK/f = 0.5 and P = 0.51. From Fig. 13

we than obtain fc/fa = 2.6 and {re/c)n,m = 0.8 for the same ratio of

i'3f,/rc{= 0.25). While the flow could still hardly be called laminar, it is

considerably more ordered than in the preceding case. Here we have in-

cluded no correction for the (convergent) lens effect associated with the

post-anode acceleration to the final beam voltage, V = 4 kv.

Calculations of the Hines-Cutler type will always predict, for a given

set of gun parameters and a specified anode lens correction, a minimum
beam size which is larger than that predicted by the methods of this

paper. Nevertheless, in many cases the difference between the minimum
sizes predicted by the two theories is negligible so long as the same anode

lens correction is used. The extent to which the t\vo theories agree ob-
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viously depends on the magnitude of Tela. When re!<s as calculated by

the Hines-Cutler method (with a lens correction added) remains greater

than about 2 throughout the range of interest, the difference between

the corresponding values obtained for 7-95 will be only a few per cent.

For these cases where rja does not get too small, the principal advan-

tages of this paper are in the inclusion of a correction to the anode lens

formula and in the comparative ease with which design parameters may
be obtained. In other eases rja may become less than 1, and the theorj'

presented in this paper has extended the basic Hines-Cutler approach

so that one may make realistic predictions even under these less ideal

conditions where the departure from a laminar-type flow is quite severe.
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